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Catholic Lay Leadership Theme Of NFCCS Meeting Held Here

Delegates Speak In Panel Discussion

The Cincinnati Region of NFCCS, in order to emphasize Catholic student activity as a factor in the lay movement, held a special interest meeting today at Our Lady of Cincinnati College. In developing this theme, a panel discussion in which each of the member colleges was represented discussed the purposes of NFCCS as stated in the revised constitution.

Mary Sunderaun, Marian college representative, was chairwoman of the day. She gave the address of welcome and acted as chairman of the panel. A committee composed of Charles Hogan, Xavier, Joseph Fieldhaus, Villa Madonna, Pat Burns, Mt. St. Joseph, Mary Lou Sauer, Our Lady of Cincinnati, and the officers of the region, prepared the program under the chairmanship of Mary Beth Ritter, Our Lady of Cincinnati college.

Students as well as faculty members represented the eight colleges of the region. St. Mary of the Springs college, Columbus, and St. Mary's of the Woods college, Tertiary Heights, Indiana, both of which are applying for membership in the Cincinnati Region and delegates to the meeting.

Opening the panel discussion, Charles Hogan, representing Xavier university, discussed the first purpose of NFCCS, the title of his speech being, "The Walls Come Tumbling Down." Our Lady of Cincinnati was represented in the panel by Eleanor Waters who gave a formula for a Catholic Student Community.

James Beckman of Dayton university discussed leadership for Catholic lay people and preparation for this in college.

Irene Holot from Marion college will discuss the promotion of solidarity and unity among the student bodies of American Catholic colleges and universities, while speakers for Mount St. Joseph college and Villa Madonna college will present the position of Catholic college students in national affairs. The delegates from Naza-reth college will advocate NFCCS as a medium of exchange and a center of information, while Ursuline college's speaker will emphasize the importance of NFCCS as a training school preparing students for future lay leadership.

An interpanel in the machine provided time for a tea and a social gathering. A copy of the revised constitution was given to everyone present.

According to the Reverend James Hoban, chaplain of the Cincinnati Region, this meeting is important not only for preparing students for active participation in the national convention next month, but also for bringing the social program which was under the old constitution, both as they are under the new.

Barbara Agnew, president of the senior class, outlined the position of NFCCS in relation to similar organizations, particularly the newly formed National Federation of Catholic Laymen which held its first procedure meeting in Chicago last December.

Winners in Contest

In the seventeenth annual one-act play contest, presented Thursday March 27, was the senior production, "The Women in Retirement." A loving cup and bouquet was presented to the cast and director, Ruth Greath, by the judges. Barbara Agnew, representing the junior college, presented the senior's award.

The recently established Joint Committee for the Toledo national convention will report at the plenary session for the first time since 1942. At this session the revised constitution will be placed for adoption by the delegates.

The recently established Joint Committee for Student Action will report at the plenary session about the work of this group with secular student groups during the past year.

The JCHA has established three desks since its work began last October, one in Washington, one in New York, and one in Chicago.

The Joint Committee has coordinated NFCSS, especially with the student groups. A report of its work in preparing students for participation in the Chicago meeting of the National Student Organization will take up part of the report.

Headquarters for the convention is the Commodore Perry Hotel in Toledo. Students of Montana college, Toledo, are preparing the executive committee which will be highlighted by a formal reception for the Most Reverend Richard Cardinal Cushing, national moderator of NFCCS, and an informal dance program for the student observers. The solemn opening mass will be celebrated at the Cathedral of the Holy Rosary in Toledo.

“Of NFCCS To Meet For Convention April 18-20

"Our place in the world student community is the general topic of the national convention of the National Federation of Catholic College Students which is to be held in Toledo, Ohio, April 18, 19 and 20. Under this theme committee activities and the necessity of Catholic student participation in the national and international field of activities will be coordinated with reports on what at Catholic colleges we have already ready done in the field of participation with secular groups.

The business of the national federation will be conducted in a plenary session beginning March 27 where they were introduced to the position of NFCCS in relation to Catholic colleges, and its place in the national and international college organizations which are becoming active throughout the world. Eleanor Waters, president of the club and treasurer of the Cincinnati region of NFCCS, presided at the meeting and briefly discussed the purposes of the federation as stated in the revised constitution which will be voted upon at the national convention in Toledo.

Sally Sue Thompson, senior and corresponding secretary of the Cincinnati region, explained the position and operation of national and regional commissions in the organization, both as they were under the old constitution, and as they are proposed in the new.

Barbara Agnew, president of the senior class, outlined the position of NFCCS in relation to similar organizations, particularly the newly formed National Federation of Catholic Laymen which held its first procedure meeting in Chicago last December.

Students Hear About NFCCS

Students interested in knowing more about the National Federation of Catholic College Students attended a get-acquainted meeting March 3 where they were introduced to the position of NFCCS, in relation to Catholic colleges, and its place in the national and international college organizations which are becoming active throughout the world.

Eleanor Waters, president of the club and treasurer of the Cincinnati region of NFCCS, presided at the meeting and briefly discussed the purposes of the federation as stated in the revised constitution which will be voted upon at the national convention in Toledo.

Sally Sue Thompson, senior and corresponding secretary of the Cincinnati region, explained the position and operation of national and regional commissions in the organization, both as they were under the old constitution, and as they are proposed in the new.

Barbara Agnew, president of the senior class, outlined the position of NFCCS in relation to similar organizations, particularly the newly formed National Federation of Catholic Laymen which held its first procedure meeting in Chicago last December.
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The Reading Lamp

THE EDGECLIFF

THE STRANGE ALLIANCE By General John Deane

It is time people stopped kidding and started thinking about the strange alliance between the United States and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. The alliance is something new in the history of nations, and because of the logistical problems involved, this new combination of powers will be a formidable military force.

The question is: were the motives behind this stubborn opposition? First, it is to recognize that the Soviet Union, by accepting the 16,000,000 tons of supplies that we sent to Russia during the war, has said yes to the United States. The United States has said yes to the Soviet Union. The truce is a fait accompli, and further discussion is impossible.

One of the many projects that General John Deane was called upon to engineer was that of base use for airmen in the United States. He says that we were literally forced out of a country, which had become essential. As for the support of the United States, we must be grateful for their help. We are grateful for the support of the United States, and we shall not hesitate to use it, if necessary, to our advantage.

After observing the Russian people closely, the author says: "Our finest efforts, our best work, is to make friends with the Russian people. They are interested in the furtherance of Christian principles in the Soviet Union."

In reference to the primaries, it is said that it is a popular game that's easy to play. The mostbeautiful bonnets in the Easter parade, we predict, will be those worn by Carolyn Murr and Mary Amadeus. It's quite a thrill to see them in shuttle-bombing, and political intriguers are a legend. But while the play presents the problem of our party, our own solution is not any easier to take than the final melodramatic phase of our story.

Easter Escapades A Catholic must not only oppose—he must be firm with the Soviet rulers, and their words. The study of Communism poses a no cliché; it is a challenge which demands our finest efforts. The study of Communism poses a no cliché; it is a challenge which demands our finest efforts.

The reading lamp is conscious of the emotional propaganda, the publicans to start, in the words of Father. The reading lamp is conscious of the emotional propaganda, the publicans to start, in the words of Father.

On the aisle

By Mary Lou Sauve

The Moscow airport.

During another uneasy alliance General Mar, the author says, was impressed by the guard of honor in which he had been permitted to join the Moscow airport. He then added: "It is a popular game that's easy to play. The most beautiful bonnets in the Easter parade, we predict, will be those worn by Carolyn Murr and Mary Amadeus. It's quite a thrill to see them in shuttle-bombing, and political intriguers are a legend. But while the play presents the problem of our party, our own solution is not any easier to take than the final melodramatic phase of our story."

It is time people stopped kidding and started thinking about the strange alliance between the United States and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. The alliance is something new in the history of nations, and because of the logistical problems involved, this new combination of powers will be a formidable military force.

The question is: were the motives behind this stubborn opposition? First, it is to recognize that the Soviet Union, by accepting the 16,000,000 tons of supplies that we sent to Russia during the war, has said yes to the United States. The United States has said yes to the Soviet Union. The truce is a fait accompli, and further discussion is impossible.

One of the many projects that General John Deane was called upon to engineer was that of base use for airmen in the United States. He says that we were literally forced out of a country, which had become essential. As for the support of the United States, we must be grateful for their help. We are grateful for the support of the United States, and we shall not hesitate to use it, if necessary, to our advantage.

After observing the Russian people closely, the author says: "Our finest efforts, our best work, is to make friends with the Russian people. They are interested in the furtherance of Christian principles in the Soviet Union."

In reference to the primaries, it is said that it is a popular game that's easy to play. The mostbeautiful bonnets in the Easter parade, we predict, will be those worn by Carolyn Murr and Mary Amadeus. It's quite a thrill to see them in shuttle-bombing, and political intriguers are a legend. But while the play presents the problem of our party, our own solution is not any easier to take than the final melodramatic phase of our story.
Preparin A Broadcast

On The Aisle

(Continued From Page 3)

A number turned in a fine performance. Erin O'Brien-Moore was fine as a comedienne, but her serious speeches were like the lapping words of a baby — completely without maturity. The male leads were well por-""
Spring Brings New Round Of Sport Life To Campus

During the in-between season, as we in the sports world are getting anxious for outdoor with the result that we are forgetting that the rain that had weather can this that we are running. But, in a few more weeks, even that won't stop on, so look for baseball and tennis we come.

Anticipating a good time, the game is to go forward on April 30 at the University of Cincinnati on Saturday, 29. There will be 18 students, 6 sophomores, 7 juniors, and 1 senior have signed up, and at least a few will play positions that the weather her friends will join Keenser and play baseball, on the condition of Cincinnati, April 12. Here's to good picking.

Jean Anna.

Questions

What faculty member was very surprised when Roger Bacon walked off with the class A basketball championship?

Marie Brown, it was, thought the faculty would take it. Was that information Marce, Marie?

What teacher about the campus can make a terrific bunny shot with only a piece of chalk and a waste basket?

More Questions:

We're walking forward to our tennis, but the funny weather

We're eager for that whole-

But about our tennis court?

Pan American Club Has Active Year

The club has followed the program of Immaculate Catholic college which held the national mission for Inter-American affairs in NFCCS.

With a view to developing knowledge about Pan American clubs and their activities, if the colleges of the region approve, a meeting will be called at Edgecliff to discuss a regional commission and to promote and coordinate activity in Inter-American affairs.

Delegates Give Views On NFCCS

(Continued From Page 3)

student society if we first study just what essentials must be incorporated into society to make it at least extrinsically Christian.

Quick of Nazareth college colla- lege comments: "Send the agenda of the business to be discussed to the various colleges of the Cincinnati Region at least two months in advance. Invite the Deans and Moderator of each college to all regional meetings. Make sure the minutes are more concrete and to the point."

Our report, in a letter to Our Lady of Cincinnati college, Mary Lou Sauer says: "The region will continue to meet once a year and as the year goes along we will have a yearly program, planned in the summer, for each college. The plan is to have summer sessions of short duration at the various region centers and of the Region to carry out their programs would also be helpful."

Thanks to all the delegates for their contributions. Let's hope that all region suggestions will be remembered and acted upon by our delegates and members of the Cincinnati Region for this year and the years ahead and years which we hope will be successful and profitable ones for the National Federation of Catholic College Students.

Debates Join New Round Of Sport Life To Campus

"What faculty member was very surprised when Roger Bacon walked off with the class A basketball championship?" Marie Brown, it was, thought the faculty would take it. Was that information from, Marie? What teacher about the campus can make a terrific bunny shot with only a piece of chalk and a waste basket?

More Questions:

We're walking forward to our tennis, but the funny weather is coming.

We're eager for that whole-

But about our tennis court?

"You like to go here!"

"Now, we do have picturesque landscape, handsome trees and shrubbery here at Xavier, but I think we have most of all some beautiful little blossoms that grace our campus." (Round of applause and giggles.)

"There is only a portrait, I could not help thinking how the girls at Edgecliff would long for that, but any one can get for that plant of life if they study enough about Xavier by enrolling there and become student rosbeads and blue-bells.

And so Mr. Kenesly talked on and on with wit and sound arguments, Mr. Poiro augmented his every need. Well, I tell that the decision of the judges was for the affirmative! (Undoubtedly after graduation Professor Kenesky will be back at Xavier teaching Shakespeare to the ladies?) - Mona Line

Reading Lamp

(Continued from Page 2) The program is one that the people "will surrender much of their freedom, but never worry about it, because they believe that there exists a real public opinion in Russia. He was astounding for his knowledge and for culture and evidence known by the people, and concludes by saying: "If you want to guess in the American setting, the Russian people to be distinguished from our own."

Deane is convinced that "the elemental traits of the Russian character are not compatible with the aims and methods of their present leaders."

-Kathryn Gossyee

THE EDGECLIFF

NOTED ARTIST JOINS FACULTY AT EDGECLIFF

Under the direction of the Cincinnati sculptress, Miss Claudine, the art department is conducting a new course in modeling. Miss Zanetta was accepted with the noted sculptor, Clement Barnhorn, and has now been engaged to work with the College's new sculptor, Miss Zanetta, who has created the statue of the Lady of Cincinnati. Miss Zanetta has only one piece. The statue is of a woman with only a piece of chalk and a waste basket.

The program for those enrolled in the new class will include work in clay modeling and plaster casting. Miss Zanetta is of the opinion that "any successful artistic production is the result of nine tenths effort and one tenth talent.

"Pan American Club," the show, will be presented by the college. The show features a new play, "The War of the Worlds" by H.G. Wells. The play is a satire on the war between the United States and Mexico.

The program is one that the people "will surrender much of their freedom, but never worry about it, because they believe that there exists a real public opinion in Russia. He was astounding for his knowledge and for culture and evidence known by the people, and concludes by saying: "If you want to guess in the American setting, the Russian people to be distinguished from our own."

Deane is convinced that "the elemental traits of the Russian character are not compatible with the aims and methods of their present leaders."

-Kathryn Gossyee

C H U B L I G H T S - -

By Mary Ellen O'Conner

At the International Relations club's meeting in Emery hall on March 13, President McCarty, in a report on the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization which was followed by a discussion. A report of the club's activities of the year has been submitted to the National Commission on International Relations at Cincinnati college. This report will be incorporated in a report that the chairman of the Commission will present at April 19 convention of the NFCCS in Toledo.

The next meeting is scheduled for April 19.

The Pan American club sponsored a dinner for President McCarty, at Hinsdale's club.

The club has scheduled a meeting for April 19 to discuss plans for the annual convention of the NFCCS in Toledo.

The German club's next meeting is scheduled for April 23. At this meeting, plans for the annual convention of the NFCCS will be discussed.

The German club's next meeting for Inter-American affairs, inquiries are being made about Pan American clubs and their activities. If the colleges of the region approve, a meeting will be held at Edgecliff to discuss a regional commission and to promote and coordinate activity in Inter-American affairs.

The Classical club's project in celebrating Latin week April 21 to 27 will include a display of clay models and pots made in various fields of social work for the students of the college. Th is report will be in-

The Literary Guild presented Rosemary Center who reviewed at the club's meeting at the American College of Physicians and Surgeons, Los Angeles. "The Impact of Chemistry on History," was the title of the presentation, April 23.

The Home Ec club's program for meeting of March 19 consists of a tea for guests of the students who related some of their experiences in the various fields of foods.

Club officers for next year were elected at this meeting. President, Joan Schummann, vice president, Mary McCarthy, secretary, Margaret Rack; treasurer, Mary Carol Schwartz.

Recently, students members were the participants of a round table discussion presented for the students of the Catholic University of America, at our club, Hyde Park.

The date for the next meeting is April 14.

To the French club (Le Cercl e Frangais) "Thank you for your support of our club during the past year."

The French club (Le Cercl e Frangais) will be the topic of discussion. Various fields of social work will be dramatized in the annual anthology assembly.

The CSMC's present objective from the Diplomatic Refund Fund, which is the purpose of those that are visible here and there.

The program will be arranged at the April 9 meeting for the annual Peking day at the college.

The Music club has scheduled a program of a 3 p.m. April 25, in Mc- ay hall, for senior students of various musical groups.

The club announces that copies of the college song, "Edgecliff," can be obtained from club members during the week of April 7.

Delegates from all the colleges and universities in Ohio will at- tend the meeting.

Walter Kerr is Guest At Dinner

The priests of the faculty of Our Lady of Cincinnati college were guests of the school's dinner class at a dinner prepared and served by the students in Emery hall March 21. "Distinguished guest at the supper was Mr. Walter Kerr, director of the Catholic University and judge of the one-act play tournament sponsored by the Edgecliff Playhouse.

Compliments

of A Friend

MERCY HOSPITAL SCHOOL FOR NURSES
HAMILTON, OHIO
Conducted by the Religious Sisters of Mercy
Affiliated with
Our Lady of Cincinnati College.